Remediation Schedule

Math
Term Grad Testing –Friday, May 11. Teachers have met with students
and given them specific schedules.
Regular End-of-Course Testing (Algebra I & II test on Thursday, May 24
and Geometry test on Friday, May 25):
Remediation for all 3 math subjects will be on the following Tuesdays from
3:00-4:00 pm. May 1, 8, 15, and 22. *Note that there will be no regular after
school tutoring on these Tuesdays.
Charles Seidl will provide Algebra II remediation.
Diana Brown and Jodie Rutter will provide Geometry remediation.
Susan Sanderson will provide Algebra I remediation.

English (Reading SOL on Monday, May 21)
There will be English remediation available every Wednesday at 3:00. If you
are struggling in English and concerned about the upcoming Reading SOL,
please take advantage of this.

Science (Earth Science and Chemistry SOLs on Tuesday, May 22
and Biology on Wednesday, May 23)
Teacher have met with students who are re-testing but not currently in the SOL
class to discuss remediation
The science department will hold remediation on the following Mondays from
3:00-4:00 for students identified based on 3rd quarter benchmark performance.
Dates of remediation: April 16th , April 23rd , April 30th and May 7th , May 14th.

History
Teachers have met with student who are testing during the Term Grad window and
those who a re-testing on a subject to discuss remediation and have set up specific
remediation schedules.
Students who are taking the US History and World History I and II SOLs may
attend remediation with a member of the History Department on Wednesdays
starting April 25, May 2, May 9, and May 16.

Remediation for any students qualifying for Expedited Retakes
during Non-Writing testing will be determined by department and
students will be contacted individually.

Additionally, students will be notified about summer remediation
and testing possibilities.

